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Company
Driven by compassion and integrity Medican is devoted to improving quality of life for patients
through cultivating consistent, natural and high-quality medical cannabis
2021 Highlights

- Permanent cannabis legislation for Danish cannabis producers
- Medican is a fully Danish commercial licensed cannabis with EU GMP and GACP certification
- All licensed for import, distribution and registration of product has been received in Germany
- Export to subsidiary in Frankfurt has been executed with sales in Germany
2022 Milestones
- Registration and sales of product in Germany
- Sales to other markets; Belgium (achieved), United Kingdom, Poland, France.
- Introduced one medical oil product to the German market – one more to come

Medican’s strategy focuses on establishing a high-quality in-door production in
DK, while securing distribution channels in the two largest European markets
Medican’s strategic focus

Platform Approach

1

Continuously grow operations
and build brand equity to
become a leader in the global
cannabis market

Set up production and cultivation of highquality in-door medical cannabis out of
Denmark
2
Distribution set-ups
in the two largest
markets in Europe,
Germany and the
United Kingdom

Export low-cost product from
Uruguay to Switzerland, LATAM and
European markets when legalized

a) This eliminates
middlemen in the
distribution and sales
process

Medican’s focus is on:
› Owned distribution and sales with
capability to scale across major
European markets
› Research and development of products

Secure partnerships and operations in
key markets as they become available

b) Enables controlled
distribution through owned
import- and distribution
companies

Obtain licenses in additional EU countries as
legalization progresses (with a focus on
product branding/sales and distribution)

3
With the intent of Medican to capture and
internalize value-creation and hereby
increase revenue and profit

Business model

<
<

› High-end in-door GACP cultivation
› Manufacturing of EU-GMP medicalgrade cannabis products

Leverage Danish cultivation, manufacturing
and extraction operations to secure market
share in currently legal markets
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Medican A/S operates in Denmark high-quality in-door production facilities for
medical cannabis
High quality indoor producer at the forefront of an exponential market

Medican A/S Holding has ownership in 2 companies operating in Germany and
the United Kingdom
Medican owns several companies within the value
chain of medical cannabis, constituting the
fundamental partnerships to reach success at a
higher pace. The holdings provide direct access to
the German, UK, Brazil, Uruguay, and Paraguay
markets via stakes

MEDICAN A/S
Denmark Holding & Cultivation

100%

•

• Indoor GACP cultivation and EU GMP
manufacturing facility
• License to cultivate and handle medical
cannabis.
• 4,000 square meter of facility
• Cannabis licensed bulk (GACP) and cannabis
intermediate manufacturing license (EU GMP)

90%

MEDICAN PHARMA LTD.

MEDICAN PHARMA GMBH

UK Distribution

German distribution team

Preparing to enter UK with import
and distribution hub

•
•
•
•

Frankfurt based
Have GDP / Wholesale license
Very experienced pharma and
cannabis team
Medican’s preferred partner and
distributor of products in Germany
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Since inception in 2017 Medican has raised funds, acquired licenses, built and
tested production facilities in Denmark and ensured distribution channels
2017

2018
▪
▪
▪

▪

Medican A/S
receives
cultivation license

Acquires 60%
of Hardolin
Holding BV
(former Nube
Serena BV

▪

2019

Medican A/S
completes first
harvest
Completes
DKK12.5 MM
financing

▪
▪

Nube Serena BV
submits license
applications

Hardolin SA
receives
license to
cultivate, sell
and export CBD

▪

Completes DKK
9.5 MM
financing

2020 - 2022 Milestones
▪

▪

Hardolin SA
imports clones
from
Switzerland

▪
Medizinalhanf
GmbH receives
import /
distribution
license

Raises DKK 21
million and
including
Canadian Materia
fund in the
ownership circle

Most recent developments
Medican
establishes
Medican Pharma
GmbH to obtain
full control of
distribution
opportunities in
Germany

▪

Medican A/S received
EU GMP cannabis bulk
license in July 2020

▪

Hardolin Holding is
GACP certified in 2020

▪

Medican received
cannabis intermediate
license (EU GMP ▪ Sells 25% ownership in
Medizinalhanf GmbH
manufacturing license)
and sell of Hardolin
Holding

▪

Oct

▪

Dec

Medican A/S
founded

Jan

▪

Feb

Apr

Jun

Sep

Nov

Dec

Jan

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Sep

Oct

▪

Establishes
Medican Pharma
Ltd. (UK) JV (60%
ownership)

▪

Acquires 25% of
Medizinalhanf
GmbH

▪

Acquires 30% of
Aureum A/S

▪

Aureum A/S
submits license
applications

▪

▪

Hardolin SA
completes first
harvest

▪

▪

Medizinalhanf
Gmbh submits
license
applications

▪

Medican A/S
buys out
Medican Pharma
Ltd. (UK) JV
partner

Aureum A/S
receives first
cultivation and
handling license

Completes DKK15
MM financing

July 2020 Q4 2020

Medican
continues to
expand facilities
in Denmark to
meet final
licensing and
sales of
products

Q3 2021

Q4 2021

▪

Starting commerciel
PPQ Batches

▪

Shares in Aureum A/S
sold

▪

Sell products to
Belgium

Q1 2022

Medican A/S
registered first
products sale and
export to Germany
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Management

The management team of Medican consists of senior executives and
experienced entrepreneurs

MEDICAN
CEO
Morten Snede
Morten Snede brings more
than 20 years of experience
from various senior level
managerial positions. In
2018 Morten joined Canopy
Growth as Managing
Director (Denmark) tasked
with the establishment and
development of the largest
facility in Denmark.

MEDICAN
Director of QA/QC/
Compliance
Marianne Schwarz
An experienced entrepreneur
and compliance manager
QA/QP/QC with 30+ years of
experience from major
Pharmaceutical companies

MEDICAN
CFO
Ivan Hribar

MEDICAN
Regulatory Affairs Director
Lilly Krogsgaard

MEDICAN PHARMA GmbH
General Manager - Germany
Morten Brandt

Ivan Hribar (Ivo) has 30+
years’ experience within
finance management,
setting up finance and
controlling organizations.
Ivan holds HD(R) in
accounting and finance from
Copenhagen Business
School.

An experienced regulator
affairs executive with more
than 35 years of experience
with pharmaceutical
regulatory affairs within
private and public
organizations

Morten is internationally
experienced as an Executive
in Healthcare. He has 15
years of experience in
pharmaceutical GM roles.
He has vast international
experience within distributor
management
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Markets
Overall market outlook, penetration and potential

Cultivation and production facilities have been built, tested and certified in
Denmark to lead the distribution of medical cannabis prescribed by doctors
Regulation is easing in major European countries creating large future market opportunities
Market liberation

Legalization of medical use of cannabis in EU member states
Sweden is beginning
minor test projects now
for patients

Germany and Poland had their
market liberalized and in 2017
Denmark introduced pilot
program

Switzerland
Czech Rep.

2025

2020

Yes, but

Germany

UK has legalized
Germany

Yes, but

Denmark Poland
Yes

Poland

No, but
Denmark
As deregulation evolves penetration
increases.
Rest of Scandinavia

Legal

Progressive
Progressive Average
Conservative Average

Market penetration
Major markets are opening up. Once markets are deregulated, large demand will drive market penetration. Medican will focus on
cultivation in Denmark and distributions hubs in UK, Germany, France and other interesting markets.

Note: adjusted for recent liberalization in Germany and Poland
Source: Prohibition Partners (2018), European Parliamentary Research Service (EPRS), 2016
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Regulation is easing in major European countries creating large future market
opportunities estimated at 43 bn EUR globally in 2019
Market overview
Market size

Market overview
CAGR

Global

43
bn

Regulatory changes are trending direction
liberalisation

75%
Global(1B)

EUR(2A)

•
•
•

Europe

USA

•

230-250

8,260

million
EUR(4B, 5A)

million EUR(3A)

62%
Europe(1)

148%

Medical cannabis usage increase
•

USA(2B)

•
South America

178
million EUR (3A)

67%
South
America(3B)

•

•

Note:1. CAGR,
Note:

𝑌𝐸𝐴𝑅

𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

Global (Canada): Canada legalized cannabis on October 17, 2016 making
it legal for medicinal purposes and recreational in 2018
Europe: Liberalization is occurring throughout the continent
Denmark: New Danish law passed creating a lucrative environment for
producers, allowing a variety of treatments, as well as sales and exports
South America: Current legislation is fragmented on the continent with
Chile and Brazil leading legalization and most prominently Argentina
trailing.

Global: Cannabis is the fastest growing consumer product in North
America with reported CAGR of almost 40% since 2012
Europe: Medical use has been legalized in key markets such as the UK,
Denmark, Portugal, Polen and Germany, with France and Holland
initiating a trial phase for cannabis
Denmark: Implementing a progressive approach within the industry
with steady growth in production sites, but it is yet to realize its full
potential
South America: Notorious immature markets even in countries that
have legalized use

− 1, calculated based on numbers from: 1B. Grand View Research Inc, 2018, 2B. The North American Cannabis Report, 2019, 3B. Prohibition Partners: The LATAM Cannabis Report,c2018,. 4B. EU expected to grow to 300 million in 2020.

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
Source:
Source: 1A. The European Cannabis Report, Medical Cannabis market size 2A. Grand View Research Inc, 2018, 3A. Prohibition Partners: The North American Cannabis Report, 2019, 4A. Medical Cannabis in Europe: The Markets and Opportunity. Second edition. 2020, .

Europe. 5A: European market expected to grow to 300 mio. in 2020 in Prohibition Partners: European Cannabis Report 5th Edition (2020),
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Denmark is an ideal distribution hub within the European Union
Market overview

55.8
million EUR market in 2025(1,2)

5.8 million
population(1) with

public perception driving
deregulation expectations

Danish market outlook – 2020-2025 (EUR bn)

Pharmaceuticals
Market 2018

€1.53 bn(1)

Forecasted Medical
Cannabis Market 2025

280,000m2

4,200

cultivated under development scheme

patients prescribed from 2018 to 2019 Q2

Key enabler within the Danish market
408

Medican attacks the Danish and European market through operational maturity
and an established footprint in Denmark and Europe
First-mover in cultivation license in a currently undersupplied market

DKK 408 mio(1)

State-of-the-art production ensures maximized output and limited
cultivation costs

Secured access to facilities provides cultivation expansion options
Entry into the Danish market allows for a first mover advantage across
of the rest of the EU markets
Forecast Total Cannabis
Market Value 2025

€ 408 million(1)

53

Sales in EU pharmacies on prescription from doctors through own
distribution network

13
2020

2022

2025

Note:
Source: 1. Prohibition Partners: European Cannabis Report 5th Edition (2020), 2. Medical Cannabis in Europe: The Markets & Opportunities (2020)
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Medican Pharma GmbH has secured access to the German market, estimated at
170 million EUR in 2019
Market overview

1861
million EUR market in 2020(1,2)

82.2 million
population(1) with public perception driving
deregulation expectations

German market outlook – 2020-2025 (EUR bn)

Pharmaceuticals
Market 2018

€61.1

bn(2)

Forecasted Medical
Cannabis Market 2025

€12.292

12.292

9 tons

Largest consumer base

of medical cannabis flower imports

for cannabis among all EU nations

Key enabler within the German market
Medican attacks the German market through a subsidiary and a strategic
partnership with the importer and distributer Medican Pharma GmbH
Germany accounts for +70% of sales in Europe(1)

mio (2)

GDP import and distribution license received in April 2019
Medican Pharma GmbH will be applying for a GMP import distribution
license in Q3 2021. Medican A/S holds 90% ownership.
Ownership to control distribution in Germany and facilitate access to
the market going forward.
Forecast Total Cannabis
Market Value 2025

€ 2.58 bn(2)

121
2020

Current facilities include a completed distribution centre equipped
with vaults and other relevant equipment

769
2022

2025

Note:
Source: 1. Prohibition Partners: European Cannabis Report 5th Edition (2020), 2. Medical Cannabis in Europe: The Markets & Opportunities (2020)
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United Kingdom with a market estimate at 0.16 million Euro in 2019, growing to
648 million EUR in 2025
Market overview

0.16
million EUR market in 2019(1)

66.87 million
Population(3) with

public perception driving
deregulation expectations

UK market outlook – 2020-2025 (EUR bn)

Pharmaceuticals
Market 2018

€26.7

bn(2)

Forecasted Medical
Cannabis Market 2025

€6,421

2018
Medicinal cannabis legalised

100%
of medicinal cannabis currently supplied by
imported products

Key enabler within the UK market
6,421
Main focus to date has been research on the UK overall market and
cannabis market potential

mio (2)

The UK will be a crucial market to win in Europe

With an already established footprint in other European countries,
Medican A/S has a significant opportunity to become a part in
the UK market as it becomes legalized
Forecast Total Cannabis
Market Value 2025

€ 10.071 bn(2)

18

229

2020

2022

Continued research and monitoring of the UK market is the main focus
for Medican Pharma Ltd.

2025

Note:
Source: 1. Prohibition Partners: The UK Cannabis Report (2019), 2. Prohibition Partners: European Cannabis Report 3rd Edition (2018), 3. Prohibition Partners: European Cannabis Report 5th Edition (2020)
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The top three competitors of Medican in Denmark are Schroll Medical, Aurora
and Little Green Pharma
1

2

Schroll Medical

•
•

•

Danish owned
Producing medical cannabis
through synergies with the
affiliate Schroll Flowers, a plant
breeding and production company

Undisclosed
million EUR revenue
(102,000 DKK loss in

•

3

[Add logo]

[Add logo]

Aurora

Little Green Pharma

Canada owned but partnership in
Denmark
Pioneer in global cannabis
dedicated to helping people
improve their health, wellness and
lives

•
•

Australian owned
Covers all medicine and research
related activity of Canopy Growth

160 million

Undisclosed

EUR revenue in 2019 1

million EUR revenue

2019)1

Note: Excange rate as of 8. September 2020, 1 Canbadian Dollar = 0.64 Euro (as of google finance)
Source: 1. Aurora revenue: https://www.macrotrends.net/stocks/charts/ACB/aurora-cannabis/revenue 2. Schroll Medical: https://datacvr.virk.dk/
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Financials & Risk
Financial performance, value drivers and KPIs

Medican has invested more DKK 100 million since the foundation in 2017 in
development, facility and organization built up. The company has been
commercial and with sales since December 2021
Historic assets, equity and liabilities
DKK

2020-07-01
2021-06-30

2019-07-01
2020-06-30

2018-07-01
2019-06-30

2017-07-01
2018-06-30

Net profit/loss

-15.037.326

-17.400.381

-27.056.952

5.755.918

Operating profit/loss

-26.237.104

-22.271.850

-17.712.410

-2.725.921

1.077.160

533.281

4.895.967

13.984.869

Equity

31.397.488

31.210.876

22.879.826

33.581.778

Total Assets

67.823.553

42.849.848

25.271.371

34.419.207

Cash and bank balances
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Danish GAAP reporting standards apply for Medican, while Baker Tilly has been
hired to conduct independent external audits on the financial positions
Overview

Details

Auditor
Working Capital
A total of DKK 100 have been invested
since foundation in October 2017. Other
competitors in Denmark have used up to
DKK 350 million to reach the same licensing
and opportunity.
Medican will raise further funds in the
future to scale volume and capacity in
terms of facility built out.

Reporting Standards
DKK

Background on the auditor Baker Tilly
•

Baker Tilly is a global auditor operating in Denmark

•

Services: Comprehensive, international expertise in a wide
range of business consulting practices, including auditing,
business service, tax consulting and corporate finance.

Danish GAAP (close to IFRS)
(International Financial Reporting Standards)

Requirements
•
•
•
•

Statement of Financial Position
Statement of Comprehensive Income
Statement of Changes in Equity
Statement of Cash Flow
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Medican is one of the most mature and advanced medical cannabis pharma
companies in Europe
Highlights

Working Capital Requirements
•

A total of DKK 100 have been invested
since foundation in October 2017.

•

The company has taken out a loan from
the Growth Fund of DKK 3 million. If
the Company's investments increase to
more than DKK 29 per share of nominal
0.025, a potential bonus must be paid
to “Vækstfonden” up to DKK 3 million.
Furtther more have debt to private
Danish investors of DKK 15 million.
•

The company needs a total of DKK 15
million in current financial year for
operational cost and investments in
sales and new products to the market.

Strategy

Only 4 companies in Denmark
are fully licensed producers of
medical cannabis
•

EU-GMP and GACP licensed facility in
Denmark with a yearly revenue capacity
up to DKK 80 million + and expansion
possibilities.
•

Build international presences and
licensed to sell and distribute products
in Germany through own distributions
network

• Strong strategy with high quality
cultivation in Denmark and distribution
to Germany, UK and France when
possible.

Exit possibilities:

-

Medican A/S is pursuing a strategic investor or
listing of the company in Germany.

-

Germany is the most mature market in Europe
within medical cannabis with more than
100,000 patients and high attention on the
market development. Therefore, we see high
attention on medical cannabis companies
investments and listings.
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Medican is still subject to a variety of significant operational uncertainties,
though the outlook is generally positive due to our valuable partnerships
Operational
risk factors

Source
Non-secured subscription
commitments

Description
•

Medican is very dependent on sales/distribution of the company products both in
Denmark and internationally. There is a risk that the Company's own sales
organization/distributors will not be able to sell Medican’s products to the extent
that the Company expect or plan. Sales in Germany of cannabis for inhalation has
proven challenging but is a focus area of the board of directors.

•

The Danish physicians are hesitant to write prescriptions of medical cannabis to
patients. There is a risk that physicians do not write prescriptions or that Medican is
not competitive in pricing, which may result in a total or partial loss of revenue both
in Denmark and in other markets.

Customers
•

Suppliers/Manufacturers
•

Human potential

Key staff and employees

If one or more submitted subscription commitments are not fulfilled, this will affect
new share issued adversely.

•

Distribution / Sales
Partnerships

Risk assessment

Risk that the Company’s suppliers and/or manufacturers do not fully meet the quality
requirements imposed by the Company. If Medican cannot replace a supplier who
has terminated the agreement, this would result in reduced or missing cash flow.
A risk that Medican needs to recruit staff to replace key personnel, which can be a
costly process, both in terms of time and money. Medican will incur increased
expenses as a result.

Note: Risks need to be considered alongside the growth opportunities for the Company. Risks are associated with
the shares offered for sale. The listed risks are not exhaustive.

Risk Scale: Low to High

Low

Average

High

Low
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Medican is still subject to a variety of uncertainty regarding future regulations,
while the regulatory outlook is currently generally positive
Regulatory risk
factors

Source

Description
•

The company has applied to the Danish Medicines Agency for approval to produce
cannabis oil and a new product line has been initiated. There is no guarantee that
these initiatives will be successful. Application/regulatory risk will always be a factor.

•

Permission to market and sell medical cannabis must be obtained and here is a risk
that the necessary permits will not be received. This poses a risk that Medican’s
ability to generate revenue will be inhibited temporarily or permanently.

Above
average

•

International differences in legal systems and changes in legislation, as well as other
relevant cross-country regulations related to taxation, duties and fees can induce
difficulties. This can adversely affect Medican’s results in the future.

Above
average

•

The Company can be held liable for any event in clinical trials and all produced
product. Furthermore, all product produced is going through stability study and it can
occur that products are not sold before expiration date which is a loss in revenue and
profit.

•

Disputes may arise regarding contractual matters, product liability and alleged errors
in deliveries of the Company’s products. This can have a negative impact on
Medican’s operations, profit and financial position.

Product applications

Permissions from the Danish
Medicines Agency

Regulation

International political risks

Product liability & Stability

Disputes

Risk assessment

Note: Risks need to be considered alongside the growth opportunities for the Company. Risks are associated with
the shares offered for sale . Listed risks are not exhaustive.

Risk Scale: Low to High

Low
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Medican is still subject to a variety of significant uncertainties related to the
market, while our current position and outlook is generally positive
Market risk
factors

Source

Description
•

Competition
•

Objectives and milestones

Market

Business cycles and economic
trends

Competitors are multinational companies with large financial resources. Investment
and product development from one or more competitors can result in worsening sales
or worsening revenue opportunities

High

Objectives will not be achieved within the established timeframe and that it takes
longer than planned to reach the milestones. This will have an adverse affect on
Medican’s operations

High

•

Supply and demand, economic booms and recessions, inflation and changes in
interest rates will have an impact on operating costs and selling prices. This will have
an adverse affect on Medican’s costs and future revenues

•

It is of great importance that the security of supply for the Company is improved so
that current problems with supplies of new plants/clones are solved.

•

There is a risk that market expansion will be delayed, or that there occurs a rapid
growth through acquisitions. This can result in either a loss of income or have
negative effects on the operational results as well as cause problems on the
organizational level

Supply Chain

Growth – delayed or too fast

Risk assessment

Note: Risks need to be considered alongside the growth opportunities for the Company. Risks are associated with
the shares offered for sale. The listed risks are not exhaustive.

Risk Scale: Low to High

Above
average

Low
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Medican is still subject to a variety of financial risks, while generally holding a
strong position and positive outlook
Financial risk
factors

Source

Description
•

Tax-related risk
•

Insurance risk
•

Financing and capital needs
Financial

•

Foreign exchange risk
•

No historical income
•

Financing and capital needs

Risk assessment

Risk that the Company’s perception and interpretation of relevant tax legislation, tax
treaties and other applicable rules is incorrect or that regulations change. This can
adversely affect the Company’s financial position.

Low

There is a risk that Medican will suffer damages or incur damages that are fully or
partially not covered by the insurance. This may adversely affect the Company’s
operations, results and financial position.

Low

Medican’s future plans entail significant costs for the company. If Medican is not
supplied with the needed capital or sales, this may delay the development of the
Company’s operations and if all financing opportunities fail, the Company will be
bankrupt.
Risk that part of the sales revenue will flow into international currency, including the
euro. It is possible costs and future revenues are adversely affected by changes in
exchange rates.

Low

High

There is a risk that the Company will not be able to launch any new products. It is not
possible to anticipate Medican’s sales potential in advance and all sales activity in
Germany and other countries comes with risk. Its not possible to anticipate sales or
prices in the different markets.

Low

Medican’s future plans entail significant costs for the company. If Medican is not
supplied with the needed capital, this may delay the development of the Company’s
operations and if all financing opportunities fail, the Company will be bankrupt.

Low

Note: Risks need to be considered alongside the growth opportunities for the Company. Risks are associated with
the shares offered for sale. The listed risks are not exhaustive.

Risk Scale: Low to High
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Medican is still subject to a variety of future uncertainties that can affect share
price (listed or non-listed), while positive potential is generally high
Share-related
risk factors

Source

Description
•

No trading history
•

Price movements

Price fluctuations may arise from major changes in purchase and sales volumes as
well as in connection with IPO on spotlight, without a necessary connection to the
company’s underlying value. This can affect Medican’s share price negatively

Medican’s shares may be riskier than those traded than others on a regulated market
like the Dïsseldorf Stock Exchange.

•

The securities market is influenced by psychological factors such as trends, rumors
and reactions to news that are not directly linked to the marketplace. This can
adversely affect the price developments of Medican’s shares.

•

Listed and traded cannabis stocks might be a higher risk than other listed companies.

Psychological factors
Share price

Risk assessment

High

Above
average

Average

Marketplace
•

Dividend
•

Sale of shares

High

The Company is in a development phase and any surplus is primarily planned for
investment in the Company’s development. It is possible that Medican will not make
any decision regarding payouts of dividends in the future.
There is a risk that parties will divest part or all of their holdings in the Company. This
will have an adverse effect on Medican’s share price.

Note: Risks need to be considered alongside the growth opportunities for the Company. Risks are associated with
the shares offered for sale. The listed risks are not exhaustive.

Risk Scale: Low to High

Low

Low
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www.medican.com

Disclaimer
•

The material in this presentation has been prepared by Medican A/S (MEDICAN) and is general background information
about MEDICAN’s activities current as at the date of this presentation. This information is given in summary form and does
not purport to be complete. Information in this presentation, including forecast financial information, should not be
considered as advice or a recommendation to investors or potential investors in relation to holding, purchasing or selling
securities or other financial products or instruments and does not take into account your particular investment objectives,
financial situation or needs. Before acting on any information you should consider the appropriateness of the information
having regard to these matters, any relevant offer document and in particular, you should seek independent financial advice.
All securities and financial product or instrument transactions involve risks, which include (among others) the risk of adverse
or unanticipated market, financial or political developments and, in international, transactions, currency risk.

•

This presentation may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our intent, belief or current
expectations with respect to MEDICAN’s businesses and operations, market conditions, results of operation and financial
condition, capital adequacy, specific provisions and risk management practices. Readers are cautioned not to place undue
reliance on these forward looking statements. MEDICAN does not undertake any obligation to publicly release the result of
any revisions to these forward looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date hereof to reflect the
occurrence of unanticipated events. While due care has been used in the preparation of forecast information, actual results
may vary in a materially positive or negative manner. Forecasts and hypothetical examples are subject to uncertainty and
contingencies outside MEDICAN’s control.

